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Abstract
If a stochastically monotone aggregate of asymmetrically informed agents'
expectations of a random variable is common information, then the agents
must agree on their expectations. This result is applied to a model of an
oligopolistic market where the firms have a common random component
of cost. It makes possible a characterization the naive Cournot-Nash and
Bayes-Cournot equilibria where the price is common knowledge. On this
basis, the existence of rational expectations equilibria is shown, the full
communication equilibria are characterized, and the question of uniqueness
is answered.
Keywords: Asymmetric information, common knowledge, Cournot-Nash
equilibrium, Bayes-Cournot equlibrium, stochastic monotonicity, rational
expectations.

1 Introduction
The literature on common knowledge was initiated by Aumann (1976),
who showed that rational agents cannot "agree to disagree" on the basis of
asymmetric information. Specifically, they cannot differ in their probability
estimates of an event if they are commonly aware of each other's estimates.
The concept of common knowledge has been widely applied, and Aumann's result has been extended in several directions. Sebenius and Geanakoplos (1983) and Nielsen (1984) have generalized it from conditional probabilities of events to conditional expectations of random variables and from
information structures represented by partitions to general information
structures.
One of the more substantial new developments was accomplished by
McKelvey and Page (1986). They showed that not only can the agents
not agree on (be commonly aware of) their disagreement, but they cannot
even agree on (be commonly aware of) a stochastically monotone summary
statistic of their disagreement. A simple proof has been provided in Nielsen,
Brandenburger, Geanakoplos, McKelvey and Page (1990). Nielsen (1990)
has generalized the result from disagreement about a random variable to
disagreement about a random vector.
The present paper applies the McKelvey-Page theorem to a model of
an oligopolistic market where the firms' unit costs have a common random
component. The true costs cannot be observed until after production and
trading have taken place, but the firms form probabilistic estimates of the
costs based on different sources of information. Each firm's information
affects its production and supply decision, which in turn influences the
market price of the product.
An example is described by McKelvey and Page (1986): The product is
a chemical, and the random cost component is product liability which may
be incurred because the chemical may be toxic. Each firm privately tests
the chemical, but definitive knowledge of its toxicity will not be available for
several years. In the meantime, the production decisions and the product
price will be influenced by the firms' private information. In that example,
the random cost component can take one of only two values (depending
on whether the chemical is toxic or not). In the present paper, we use
the generalized McKelvey-Page theorem, which allows for a continuously
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distributed random cost.
The firms attempt to maximize conditionally expected profits, given
their information. Several different equilibrium concepts are possible.
McKelvey and Page applied their result to Cournot-Nash equilibria,
and that is also one of the equilibrium concepts studied here. In each
state of the world, the firms decide on output levels which constitute a
Nash equilibrium given the information available in that state. Each firm
maximizes its conditionally expected profit given its information and given
the output decisions of the other firms.
Cournot-Nash equilibria come in two varieties. In a naive CournotNash equilibrium, the firms use only their raw, exogenous information when
computing their expected profit. In a rational expectations Cournot-Nash
equilibrium, the firms observe the market price of the product, recognize
that it depends on the state of the world and thus conveys information,
and make use of that information in their expected profit computations.
Given the raw information structures, there always exists one unique
naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium. We can explicitly compute the equilibrium strategies and the equilibrium price. It turns out that the equilibrium
price is a stochastically monotone function of the firms' expectations of
the random cost component. So, the generalized McKelvey-Page theorem
implies that the price is common knowledge only if all the firms agree on
their expectations. If so, then the price is revealing in the sense that it reveals the relevant aspect of each firm's information. However, this does not
necessarily imply that the price reveals the relevant aspect of the pooled
information. The reason is that some firms may have information which is
irrelevant in isolation, and therefore is not revealed by the price, although
it would become relevant if pooled with other firms' irrelevant information.
This is illustrated by an example.
If the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium price is common knowledge, then
the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium is also a rational expectations equilibrium. In any case, there always exists at least one rational expectations
Cournot-Nash equilibrium. This can be shown by Grossman's (1976,1978)
method of constructing an "artificial economy" where all agents have all
the available information. In contrast to the Grossman model, there may
exist other rational expectations Cournot-Nash equilibria where the price
reveals less information. This is shown by example. However, the ra2

tional expectations Cournot-Nash equilibrium price always reveals enough
information that the firms must end up agreeing on their estimates of the
random component of cost.
The Cournot-Nash equilibrium concept is not quite satisfactory. In
each state of the world, the firm optimizes subject to what the other firms
actually do in that state. However, the the firm cannot observe what the
others do, and so its output may have to depend on information that it does
not have. By contrast, in a Bayes-Cournot equilibrium, the firm optimizes
given only its limited information about what the others will do. The
strategies of the firms specify their output as functions of the state of the
world. At each state of the world, each firm's output is optimal given its
information and given the strategies of the other firms.
The Bayes-Cournot equilibrium concept corresponds to Aumann's (1987)
"correlated equilibrium." It was used by Clarke (1983) and Gal-Or (1985) in
studying strategic information transmission in models similar to the present
one, with constant and deterministic average costs but random demand intercept. They did not consider the issue we are interested in here—how
much information is communicated through the price.
In order to compute Bayes-Cournot equilibria explicitly, it is customary
and convenient to to assume that the random environment is described by
a vector of normally distributed state variables. The signals observed as
well as the random cost component are linear transformations of these state
variables, and the firms consider only strategies that are linear in the state
variables.
Like Cournot-Nash equilibria, Bayes-Cournot equilibria can be distinguished on the basis of whether or not the firms observe the price and
use the information it contains. In a naive Bayes-Cournot equilibrium, the
firms use only their raw, exogenous information, while in a rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibrium, they also use the information from the
price.
It is difficult to solve for a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium when
the linear signals observed by the firms are completely general. For this
reason, we introduce the assumption that the signals observed by different
firms are conditionally independent given the random cost component. This
means that a firm's signal gives information about other firms' signals only
to the extent that it gives information about the random cost. Under
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this assumption, it is possible to solve explicitly for a unique naive BayesCournot equilibrium.
It turns out that in a naive Bayes-Cournot equilbrium, common knowledge of the price is essentially inconsistent with the assumption of conditional independence of the signals. When we dispose of this assumption,
we can no longer compute all naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibria explicitly. Fortunately, even without the assumption, we can identify those naive
linear Bayes-Cournot equilibria where the price is common knowledge. The
generalized McKelvey-Page theorem can be used to show that there exists
such an equilibrium precisely if all firms have the same expectation of the
random cost component. If so, then the naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium is unique and coincides with the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium.
A naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium where the price is common
knowledge is also a rational expectations equilibrium. Linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equlibria exist in general, even if the firms have
different expectations of the random cost component based on their raw
information. As in the Cournot-Nash case, this is shown by constructing
an "artificial economy" where all firms have the pooled information.
In the setting with normal distributions, linear signals and a random
cost described by a linear random variable, the linear rational expectations
Bayes-Cournot equilibrium is unique. The proof is similar to the proof in
Nielsen (1990) that the linear rational expectations equilibrium is unique in
a version of Grossman's (1975,1976) asset pricing model with general linear
information structures. The proof relies on the observation that all firms
must agree on their expectations in a rational expectations equlibrium,
which follows from the generalized McKelvey-Page theorem, and on the fact
that in the setting with normal distributions and linear transformations, if
all firms agree on their expectations, then those expectations equal the
expectation conditional on the pooled information.
As an example, we work through the special case of information structures where each firm observes the random cost with some noise. The noise
variables are identically normally distributed, mutually independent and
independent of the random cost. In this case, it is possible to compute
formulas for the equilibria which, in some instances, are simpler and more
explicit than in the general case.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the con4

cept of common knowledge based on information structures described by
sigma-algebras and restates the Aumann theorem and the McKelvey-Page
theorem. Section 3 studies Cournot-Nash equilibria. Section 4 sets up the
environment where the random vector and the signals are jointly normally
distributed, and describes the linear signals that correspond to common
knowledge and to pooled knowledge. Section 5 studies naive linear BayesCournot equilibria under the assumption of conditional independence of the
signals. Section 6 studies rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibria
and naive Bayes Cournot equilibria where the price is common knowledge.
Section 7 works through the example where the firms observe the random
cost with some noise.
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2 Common Knowledge
The uncertain environment is described by a probability space (0,.F,P).
The elements of 52 are states of the world, and the sets in are events.
There are n agents (firms) i = 1, ,n. Each agent i's information structure is represented by a sigma-algebra Gi contained in .F. The common
information is represented by the sigma-algebra

g, = n Gi.
An event A is common knowledge (by definition) if it differs by a
and a random variable X is
probability-zero event from an event in
common knowledge if it is almost surely equal to a random variable which
is measurable with respect to G. Equivalently, A is common knowledge if it
belongs to the completion 0 of G (0 is the smallest sigma-algebra containing G and all probability-zero events from .7'), and X is common knowledge
if it is measurable with respect to C.
Common knowledge thus defined is a global concept—common knowledge "at every ca" (or "at almost every w") as opposed to a, local concept
of common knowledge "at some particular w". Local definitions for the
case of general information structures are developed in Nielsen (1984) and
Brandenburger and Dekel (1987), but they are not needed for our purposes.
Suppose the agents are interested in the value of an integrable random
variable L. Agent i's conditional expectation of L is

cc,

qi =

Conditional probabilities of an event A is a special case of this, namely
where L = 1 A and q, = E(i A lgo = P(AIG,). In keeping with standard
practice, equations and inequalities involving conditional expectations are
understood to hold only almost surely.
The following is a version of Aumann's (1976) theorem about common
knowledge, restated in terms of common knowledge about a random variable:
Theorem 1 If qi is common knowledge, then q i = E(LICe). Consequently,
if qi is common knowledge for all i, then all qi are identical.
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Aumann originally stated and proved the theorem for conditional probilities
in the finite case. Also in the finite case, the result for conditional expectations of a random variable is stated in Proposition 2 of Sebenius and
Geanakoplos (1983). Theorem 4.1 of Nielsen (1984) is a version of the case
of conditional expectations of a random variable with general information
structures.
Let
q=
qn

If f : lir -* IR is a measurable function, then f(q) is interpreted as a
summary statistic of the agents' expectations of L. Such a function f is
said to be (strictly) stochastically monotone if it has the form

f(x) = f(x l , • • •

fr,

= fl( X1 )

+•••+

fn( Xn )7

where ,
are strictly monotonic functions R -4 R. This definition of
stochastic monotonicity comes from Bergin an Brandenburger (1990), who
show that it is equivalent to the definition of McKelvey and Page (1986).
The following theorem is proved in Nielsen et al. (1990). It generalizes
Theorem 1 of McKelvey and Page (1986).
Theorem 2 If the function f : IR is stochastically monotone and

f (q) is common knowledge, then for all i, qi is common knowledge and
q, = E(LIGc). Consequently, all q, are identical.
A further generalization to random vectors L and multivariate functions
f can be found in Nielsen (1990).
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3 Cournot-Nash Equilibria
This section studies Cournot-Nash equilibria in an oligopolistic industry
where the firms' unit costs have a common random component. Each firm
has a different source of information about the random cost, and its information affects its production and supply decisions. These in turn influence
the market price of the product.
There are n firms in the industry. Firm i's random cost function is
Ci(zi)(w)-=

712 + (di + L(w)))z i ei,

where zi is the level of output, co is the state of nature, and L is a random
component of unit cost, which is common to all firms. It is assumed that
c, > 0. McKelvey and Page (1986) studied Cournot-Nash equilibria in this
model in the case where L can take only two values; here, L can be any
(integrable) random variable.
The inverse demand curve gives the output price as a function of total
output:
p = D'(c'z) = a — bez,

Ei
and
where i. is a vector whose entries all equal one, so that t' z
where it is assumed that b > 0. Firm i's random profit, given the output
levels z = (z 1 ,
, zn)`, is
tr,(z)(w) = z,13-1 (ez)— C,(z0(w).
The firm's conditional expected profit is
E(tr,(z)lg,)(w)

z,(a — bez) — ci 4 /2 — (di + E(LIC,)(cd))zi — e,.

The expression on the right hand side of this equation is a function of (z, w)
which is well defined for all z and for all w in a set of probability one (which
does not depend on z). It is jointly measurable in (z,w), and for each fixed
z, it is a version of the conditional expectation E(7r2(z)lgi)(to).
In each state of the world, the firms decide on output levels which
constitute a Nash equilibrium given the information available in that state.
Each firm maximizes its conditionally expected profit given its information
and given the output decisions of the other firms. Formally, a strategy for
8

firm i is a random variable Zi , specifying an output level Z,(w) for each
state of nature w. A naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium is a random vector
Z = (Z1,...,Z4' (where each Zi is a strategy for firm i) such that for all
i and almost all w, = Zi (w) maximizes
E(ri(Z1 1 • • • Z il • • • 1 ZIOlgi)(W)

when z; = Z3 (w) for j
The Cournot-Nash equilibrium concept is a direct generalization of the
identically named concept in McKelvey and Page (1986).
Define a matrix A by
Aii =

2b+ci ifi=j
b ifij •

McKelvey and Page (1986, footnote p. 124) show that the matrix A is
invertible and that the entries in 11,4- 1 are positive. This will also be
demonstrated below.
Let q be the random vector of conditional expectations of L. The i'th
entry in q is
qi = E(Ligi)
Proposition 1 There exists one unique naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium.

It is given by
Z = A -1 (ta —d— q),
and the associated equilibrium price is
p D'(tI Z) = a — A- 1 (ta — d — q).
PROOF: Fix w and the actions z, of firms j i, and find ; to maximize
firm i's conditional expected profit. The two first derivatives are

a
0.4

and

,
zuri z)lyoku.)) = a — be z — bzi — ci zi — — qi(w)
02
az?

E(iri (z)Igi )( w)—2b — ci < 0,
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so expected profit is a strictly concave function of ;. The first derivative
is zero at
zi = (a - be z - - qi (to))I(b + ci),
so a unique Cournot-Nash equilibrium is characterized by this equation
system. Since
(Az), = be z + (b + ci)zi
for all i and all z, the equation system is equivalent to
AZ = — d — q,
where c is a vector of ones. It follows that the random vector
Z = A -1 (ta - d - q)
is the (almost surely) unique Cournot-Nash equilibrium. The equilibrium
random price is
p=

(e Z) = a – be A- 1 (ta – d — q).

The random vector p specified in Proposition 1 will be called the naive
equilibrium price vector relative to the information structures (go.
For the purpose of interpreting Proposition 1, it is useful to write out
A- 1 explicitly. The matrix A has the form
A D(y) -1 + bte,
where p, is the vector with entries
1
b + ci
and D(11.) is the diagonal matrix with the vector p along the diagonal. It
is easily verified that the inverse is
A -1 = D ( I ) —
10

b
1+ beil•

Note that
A' =

[D(P) "1 1+ be kti t
,
b
D(P) t — Att t +---bdp
[1

belt

[

1 + beid

1
1 + be
So, the entries in .4- 1 t, are positive (and so are the entries in e.,4- 1 =
(A-' t)'). The entries in AT' are
Jr.)

1 it, —

1(1 +
if i = j
1(1 + be p,) if i j

Think of the vector q of expectations of L as an independent variable. The
output vector Z is affected by q through —A.- 1 q. The relevant equations
are the first-order condition
Zi = (p — di — qi)fli
and the inverse demand schedule
p = a — be z.
If q, goes up while the rest of the qj are unchanged, then aggregate output
goes down and p goes up. But how is the decrease in aggregate output
distributed among the firms? Firm j sees only increase in the price, and
it increases its output accordingly. Firm i sees both an increase in price
and an increase in expected costs. The increase in expected cost more than
offsets the increase in price and makes the firm lower its output enough to
offset the increases in output from the other firms.
To quantify these effects and to interpret the elements of .4- 1 , first
compute the price change:
Op

°be A-lqbitt

Oqi0q,

bE A =
k
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1+

The effects on output correspond to the entries in —A- 1 . For j i, there
is only an indirect effect of qi on output through the price:

OZ; OZ; Op
OqiOp Oqi

142 1+ belt'

while for j = i there is also a direct effect of q i on output because qi is an
element of the firm's cost:

OZ, OZi Op
Op Oqi
Oqi

Pv

bpi
1 + bey

its'

The effect on aggregate output is

be pc
tti 1 + be p it.

OLTby,
Ft) 1 + bep
3
Oqi = E

–

1+

bett

•

We can also use our knowledge of the inverse of A to compute the
strategies and the price in Proposition 1 explicitly. The equilibrium strategy
vector is

Z = A'(ta - d - q).
The constant term is the vector of expected output levels:

a
1.1 + btiA D( A )d +

A -1 (ta – d)

= a+
1 + be
The i'th entry is

bp! d
beit

D(p)d.

ta + bp'd

di\

1 + be p
is

The i'th entry in

(X H(i)

1 + belt

pj X H(j )) Y.

The equilibrium price is
p = a - bi'Z a - bt'A-1 (ca - d) + be A-1q.
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The constant term is the expected price:
a — be il -1 (ta — d) = a — be

1.1

1
—
1 + bell

(La — d)

a + bti'd
1 + bey
The random term is
b
,
E tii.XH(j)Y.
bLi A-1 q = 1 + be 1-t'-` q = 1 + bell 2
In a naive equilibrium as defined above, the random price p is not necessarily observable by the firm. Consider a naive equilibrium relative to
the information structures (gi ), where the price happens to be common
knowledge. Formally, for each i, p is measurable with respect to gt.
Let

cc = n gi
be the common-knowledge information structure.

Theorem 3 The naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium price p relative to the information structures (g,) is common knowledge if and only if qi = E(LIgc)
for all i. If so, then all firms have the same conditional expectation of the
random cost L, and
Z = A-1 4a — E(LIcc)) —
p D -1 (r! Z) = a - be A - t(a — E(Li g c)) + be A-1d.
PROOF:

Since the vector L'A- 1 has positive entries, the naive equilibrium
price p is a stochastically monotone function of the individual conditional
expectations q, E(Ligo. Hence, it follows from Theorem 2 that if the
naive equilibrium price p is common knowledge, then all q, must be identical
and equal to E(Ligo. Conversely, if all q, are identical in the equilibrium,
then it is clear from the equilibrium equations that p is common knowledge.
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In a naive equilibrium as in Theorem 3, where the random price p is
common knowledge,
a(p) = o(gi ) o(E(LIQc))
for all i. The price revealing: it reveals the relevant aspect of each firm's
information. In other words, each investor's conditional expectation of the
random cost component L is a function of p. In terms of sigma-algebras,
cr(g,) C o(p) for all i.
The price in Theorem 3 is an R-sufficient transformation of each firm's
signal: it is a function of the firm's signal, while the firm's conditional
expectation of the returns vector R is a function of the price. In terms of
sigma-algebras, o(s) C o(p) C C,.
Not only is the vector an R-sufficient transformation of each firm's signal, it is in fact a minimal R-sufficient transformation in the sense that it
is a function of any other R-sufficient transformation. In terms of sigmaalgebras, o(gi ) = o(p) C 1,.
Let
CP = V gi

(u

be the pooled information structure.
Even though the price reveals the relevant aspect of each firm's information, it does not necessarily reveal the relevant aspect of the pooled
information and it is not necessarily an R-sufficient transformation of the
pooled signal. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 1 Consider the probability space (0,.1, P) where
= {1,2,3,4},
.T is the set of all subsets of St, and P is given by
P(1) = P(2) = P(3) = P(4) = 1/4
Let L be the random variable defined on (S),.F) by
L(1) = L(2) = 1
14

L(3) = L(4) = —1.

Let gi and g, be the sigma-algebras (information structures) given by
gi

M0,11,31,12,41}

g2 =

{0,52,{1,4},{2,3}}

Then the pooled information is represented by
?

P

= V g2 =

and the common information by

cc = 9i n g2 = {0,14.
The conditional expectations of L are
E(Ligc)= E(LIg 2 ). E(L1 g2) = 0
and
E(Ligp) = E(LIF) = L

0.

Whatever the parameters a and b and the vectors c, d and e, the price will
reveal
alp) = c ( E ( L I g c)) =

Q}

while the relevant aspect of the pooled information is

o(E(Ligp)) = {0,0,{1,2},13,411.
So, the price does not reveal the relevant aspect of the pooled information,
even though it does reveal the relevant aspect of each firm's information.
The reason for this is that each firm has a piece of information which is
irrelevant in isolation, and therefore is not revealed, although it would become relevant if pooled with the other firm's irrelevant information. Firm
1 can distinguish between {1, 2} and {3, 4}, but that is irrelevant for computing the conditional expectation of L. Firm 2 can distinguish between
{1, 3} and {2, 4}, but that is also irrelevant for computing the conditional
expectation of L. However, if the two firms pool their information, then
they can distinguish among all the states 1,2,3, and 4, and that information
does affect the conditional expectation of L. q
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In a rational expectations Cournot-Nash equilibrium, the firms calculate the conditional expected profits given the information contained in the
equilibrium price as well as in the raw information structures To formalize this notion, let p be a random price vector. Then cr(p) is the information
revealed by p. If the firm observes p and derives information from it in addition to the information gained from G„ then its total information will
be
= V o'er).
This sigma-algebra will be called the expanded information structure.
Let again gp be the information structure corresponding to the pool of
the information in the individual firms' raw information structures Q. We
will require that a rational expectations equilibrium price contain no more
information than the information in gp.
By definition, a rational expectations Cournot-Nash equilibrium relative
to the information structures (go is a pair (p, Z) consisting of a random
variable p and a random vector Z =
such that
1. p is measurable with respect to GP
2. Z is a naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium relative to the expanded information structures (Cr)
3. p= 1)- 1 (eZ). a –beZ.
First, we construct the "artificial economy" equilibrium. Consider an
artificial economy where every investor has information GP.
The common information in the artificial economy is given by Gp. Hence,
by Theorem 3, the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium in the artificial economy
is
Zp =
= p

– d) – ititE(LIGP)
a + Ned – E(LICP)

1 + beiL

D(i.t)d

and the associated price is
PP

=

.13 -1 (e Z)

a – A -1 (ca – d) + beA-11,E(LIGP)
16

a + bted

beg
E(Li 3 p)
1+ bee,
1+
a + bAlcl+ be ttE(Ligp)
1 + beg
+

Since this price is common knowledge in the artificial economy, the equilibrium is not only a naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium but also a rational
expectations Cournot-Nash equilibrium in the artificial economy. Moreover, according to the following proposition, it is a rational expectations
Cournot-Nash equilibrium in the original economy. However, we will show
by example that it is not generally unique.
Proposition 2 Zp is a rational expectations Cournot-Nash equilibrium
relative to the information structures (CO.
For each investor i, let OP = gi V cr(pp) be the expanded information structure constructed from Q, and pp. It is clear that pp = a – bL'Zp ----D- 1 (eZ) and that pp is measurable with respect to Cp. It must be shown
that Z is the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium relative to the expanded
information structures (gr ). Let
PROOF:

be the common-knowledge information structure corresponding to these
expanded information structures. Since gr g, V cr(E(Ljgp)), it follows
that
cr(E(LigP)) C
C CP.
This implies that

E(Licr) = E(LIQp).
Since this is true of all i,
E(Ligr) = E(LigrP ) = E(Ligp).
By Theorem 3, the naive equilibrium with respect to (gfP ) is Zp and the
associated price is pp. q
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Example 2 Consider the probability space (f2,.T,P), the information structures g, and G2 , and the random variable L from Example 1. As concluded
there, whatever the parameters a and b and the vectors c, d and e, the
naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium price will reveal essentially nothing:
7(p)

cr(E(Li gc)) = {O,1}.

Therefore, it is a rational expectations Cournot-Nash equilibrium. However, the pooled-information equilibrium price pp reveals
v(PP ) = a(E(Ligp))={0,11,{1,2},{3,4} 1.
So, these two prices differ, and there is more than one rational expectations
Cournot-Nash equilibrium. In one, the price reveals nothing, while in the
other, it reveals everything. q
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4 Linear Signals and Normal Distributions
The next sections will study Bayes-Cournot equilibria in the oligopoly
model. In order to compute these equilibria explicitly, it is convenient
to assume that the random environment is described by a vector of normally distributed state variables, L is a linear transformation of the state
variables, and information is acquired by observation of signals which are
also linear transformations of state variables. This section develops the requisite notation and some useful facts. For more details, including proofs,
see Nielsen (1990).
Suppose Y is a random m-vector which follows a standard normal distribution in IR"'. It is interpreted as the underlying vector of state variables.
Suppose the random cost component L has the linear form L = XY, where
X is an m-dimensional row vector. Suppose that the firms' information
structures can be described by information matrices. An information matrix is a k x m matrix S, k < m, with full row rank. The assumption is
that the firm's information consists in observing the signal SY.
If S is an information matrix, then the conditional distribution of XY
given SY is normal with conditional mean
E(XYISY) = X S I(SS1 ) -1 SY = XHsY,
where
Hs = Si(SS')-1S,
and with conditional covariance
cov(XYISY) = XX' — XS'(SS')SX' X(I — Hs)X1,
where I is the m x m identity matrix.
For any matrix S, let ker(S) denote the kernel of the linear mapping
y Sy, i. e., the space of solutions to the equation Sy = 0. It is also the
space of vectors orthogonal to all the rows of S.
Proposition 3 The matrix Hs has the following properties.
I. H's = Hs.
2. HsHs = Hs.
19

3. SHs = S.
4. ker(Hs) ker(S).
5. The mapping y
ker(S)1.

Hsy is the orthogonal projection onto im(Hs) =

6. For any information matrix T, TY is a function of SY if and only if
ker(S) C ker(T), and if and only if T = THs.
7. If S and T are information matrices with ker(S) C ker(T), then
HT = HsHT = HTHS•

Because of property 5 in Proposition 3, let us call Hs the projection
matrix associated with the information matrix S.
Let v(S) denote the sigma-algebra generated by the mapping Y SY.
This sigma-algebra represents the information revealed by SY. Two different information matrices may well reveal the same information and generate
the same sigma-algebra. However, the kernel of an information matrix determines the information structure (sigma-algebra) in the following way.
Suppose S and T are two information matrices (possibly with different dimensions k). Then T corresponds to a finer information structure than S
(formally, Q(S) C o(T)) precisely if ker(T) C ker(S); and T and S correspond to the same information structure (formally, o(S) = cr(T)) precisely
if ker(T) ker(S).
Suppose that each firm Vs information structure is given by an information matrix S(i) with k, rows, ki < m. We shall construct an information
matrix C which corresponds to the common information structure, i. e., a
matrix C with cr(C) = ni cr(S(i)). Note that there has to be some degree of
arbitrariness in this construction. If the information matrix C corresponds
to the common information structure, then so does any matrix T of the
form T = MC, where M is a regular k x k matrix, i. e., any matrix which
has the same kernel as C.

Proposition 4 Let C be an information matrix. The following statements
are equivalent:
1. C corresponds to the common information structure.
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2. ker(C) = E, ker(S(i)).
To construct a matrix C with the properties in Proposition 4, one way to
proceed is as follows. For each i, form the linear space spanned by the
rows of S(i). Pick a linear basis for the intersection of those spaces, treat
the basis vectors as row vectors, and stack them on top of each other to
form a matrix. That matrix C has the required property, that ker(C) =
ker(S(i)).
An alternative construction is possible. For each i, let T(i) be a m x
(m - k i ) matrix with full column rank m — k i , such that S(i)T(i) = 0; in
other words, the columns of T(i) are orthogonal to the rows of 5(i). Line
the matrices T(i) up next to each other to form a matrix whose columns
are all of the columns of the T(i)'s. Let 1 be the rank of the matrix thus
created. Delete all but a set of 1 linearly independent columns, and call the
resulting m x / matrix T. Now let C be a k x m matrix whose k= m-1 rows
are linearly independent and orthogonal to all the columns in T. Again, C
has the required property, that ker(C) --= Ei ker(S(i)).
For each i, let
11(i) = S(i)1(S(i)S(i)1)-1.9(i)
be the projection matrix corresponding to S(i). Let C be an information
matrix corresponding to the common information structure, and let
He = Ci(CC')-1C
the the projection matrix. Then
ker(Hc) ker(C)

E ker(S(i)).

Since ker(S(i)) C ker(C), it follows from Proposition 3 that
He = H(i)Hc = HcH(i).
The following theorem is a version of Aumann's common-knowledge
result, Theorem 1, for the case of normal distributions, a linear random
variable, and linear signals. It says that if E(XYIS(i)Y) is common knowledge, then it equals E(XY ICY).
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Theorem 4 The following statements are equivalent.
I. ker(C) C ker(XH(i)).
2.

XH(i). XHc.

In connection with Theorem 4, we note that if everybody has the same
conditional expectation of XY , then that conditional expectation equals
the conditional expectation given the common information:

Proposition 5 The following statements are equivalent:
1. XH(i) = XH(j) for all i, j.
2. XH(i) = XHc for all i.
One can also construct an information matrix P which corresponds
to the pooled information structure V i o(S(i)) in the sense that cr(P) =
o(S(i)). Again, there is some arbitrariness in this choice. If the information matrix P corresponds to the pooled information structure, then so
does any matrix T of the form T = MP, where M is a regular matrix, i.
e., any matrix T which has the same kernel as P.

Proposition 6 Let P be an information matrix. The following statements
are equivalent:
I. P corresponds to the pooled information structure.
2.

ker(P)

= n, ker(S(i)).

To construct a matrix P with the properties in Proposition 6, proceed as
follows. Stack the matrices S(i) on top of each other to form a matrix
whose rows are all of the rows of the S(i)'s. Let k be the rank of the matrix
thus created, and delete all but a set of k linearly independent rows. The
resulting matrix P has the required property, that ker(P) = ni ker(S(i)).
An alternative construction is possible. For each i, let T(i) be a m x
(m - k) matrix with full column rank m — k, such that S(i)T(i) = 0; in
other words, the columns of T(i) are orthogonal to the rows of S(i). For
each i, form the linear space spanned by the columns of T(i). Pick a linear
basis for the intersection of those spaces, treat the basis vectors as column
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vectors, and line them up next to each other to form a matrix T with rank
1. Let P be a k x m matrix, k = m — 1, whose rows are linearly independent
and orthogonal to all the columns in T. Again, P has the required property,
that ker(P)
ker(S(i) ).
be
an
information
matrix corresponding to the pooled informaLet P
tion, and let
Hp = Pi(PP` )-1 P

= ni

be the corresponding projection matrix. Then
ker(Hp) = ker(P) =

flker(S(i)).

Since ker(P) C ker(S(i)),
H(i) = H(i)Hp = H pH (i).
When the distributions are normal and the random variable and the
signals linear, the pooled information has the following property, which will
be important in the analysis of linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot
equilibria in Section 6:
Theorem 5 The following statements are equivalent:
I. XHc = XH(i) for all i.
2. X.Fic = XHp.
Theorem 5 says that if everybody has the same conditional expectation of
XY, then that conditional expectation equals the conditional expectation
given the pooled information.
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5 Bayes-Cournot Equilibria With Conditionally Independent Signals
In a Cournot-Nash equilibrium concept each firm, in each state of the world,
optimizes subject to what the other firms do in that state, although the
firm cannot observe what the other firms do. This section and the next
study Bayes-Cournot equilibriva, where, by contrast, the firm optimizes
given only its limited information and the strategies of the other firms.
Given strategies (Z i ) for the firms j i and given a non-random output
level ; for firm i, the conditional expected profit of firm i is
E(ri(Zi,...,zi,.. • , Z,Oi gi)( 4 ) =
zi (a
( – bzi – bE E(Z ji gi) I – ci z2 12 – (di + E(Ligi)(w)); – ei.
ii
The expression on the right hand side of this equation is a function of
(zi ,co) which is well defined for all zi and for all w in a set of probability one (which does not depend on z i ). It is jointly measurable in
(z„ w), and for each fixed ;, it is a version of the conditional expectation
E(tr,(Zi , • • ,
• • • , Zn)ig)(‘'-')•
A naive Bayes-Cournot equilibrium is a random vector Z such that each
Z, is gi-measurable, and for each i and almost all , zi = Zi (co) maximizes
Eeri (Zi ,

, z„... , Znigi)(co).

Clarke (1983) and Gal-Or (1985) studied Bayes-Cournot equilibria in
models similar to the present one, with constant and deterministic average costs but random demand intercept. The Bayes-Cournot equilibrium
concept generalizes Aumann's (1987) "correlated equilibrium" concept to
general information structures. In the oligopoly model, the pure strategies
(actions) of player i are the output levels z„ and the payoff functions are the
profit functions iri (z); but the definition can be used also for more general
action spaces and payoff functions.
In order to compute Bayes-Cournot equilibria explicitly, it is convenient
to to assume that the random environment is described by a vector Y of
standard normally distributed state variables, as in Section 4. Assume
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without loss of generality that the random cost component L has expected
value zero. It has the linear form L XY, where X is an m-dimensional
row vector. Firm i observes a linear transformation S(i)Y of Y.
In a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium, each firm optimizes only
across strategies of the following linear form:
Z, = at + -yiS(i)Y,
where a, is a number and 7, is ki -dimensional row vector. As a function of
the family ((cx 2 ,73 )) of strategies and the state vector Y, firm i's profit is
ii((a;,-0)(Y) = (ai + ryi S(0Y) (a – di – XY – bE(a j + -,65(j)Y))
i i

–(b + ei /2)(a i -yi S(i)Y) 2 – e
The conditionally expected profit, given S(i)Y, is
E ffri(( a i,-0)1 .9 ( i ) Y ) =
(ai + ^ri S(i)Y) (a – – X H(i)Y – bE(a; +-yjS(j)H(i)Y))
i*

–(b + ci /2)(ai

ry i S(i)Y)2

– e,

Formally, a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium is a family ((aj ,-y;)) of
pairs (a;,-0 such that for each i and (almost) every Y, (ct i ,-yi ) maximizes
)) IS(i)Y) given the pairs (a.„-yi ), j
It turns out to be difficult to solve for a naive linear Bayes-Cournot
equilibrium when the information matrices are completely general. For
this reason, we introduce the following assumption.
Assumption 1 Conditional independence of the signals. For all i j, the
signals S(i)Y are conditionally independent given L = XY:
S(i) – 11x) S

= 0.

Here,
Hx = Xi(XX1)-1X
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the conditional covariis the projection matrix associated with
ance matrix of the state variables given L = XY , and S (i) (I — x)
is the conditional covariance matrix of the two signals S(i)Y and S(j)Y
given XY .
The assumption implies that for i j,
S(i)S(j)1 = S(011x SUY
and
H(i)H(j) = 11(i)11x1I(j).
Set

var(qi )
X H(i)X'
gi = var(XY) = XX' •
Note that 0 < g; < 1. Define an n x n matrix B by
.0 =

2b ci if i
bgi if i

=

j
j

It will be shown below that B is invertible, and its inverse will be computed.
Proposition 7 Assume conditional independence of the signals. There
exists one unique naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium. It is given by
a = A -1 (ta — d)
and
-yi

AXS(i)1(S(i)S(i)1)-1,

Or

-yi S(i) = 13iXH(i);
Zi

where

= ai +
=

-B-'t;

and the associated equilibrium price is
p = a — b E(ai +-yi S(i)Y) = a — b ai + AX H(i)Y).
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The function E(fri ((ai , 72 ))15(0Y) is a concave function of and
-y„ so that the first-order conditions are necessary and sufficient for maximum:
PROOF:

a

a – di – XH(i)Y – bE(a j + -0(j)H(i)Y)
i#i
–(2b c i )(ai +7iS(i)Y)

aai

=0
a

(a – – X H (i)Y – bE(a j

497i

7.i S(j)H(i)Y )) S(i)Y

Joi

–(2b + ci )(ai + -yiS(i)Y)S(i)Y
=0
These two equations are equivalent. Note that because of conditional independence,
S(j)H(i)Y = S(j)X'(X X') -1 X H(i)Y
so that the equations are equivalent to
0 = a– di – XH(i)Y – b E(ai + -0(j)X. ' (X X') --1 X HWY)
jOi

–(2b + ci )(ai + 7iS(i)Y)
This implies that there exist numbers such that
-yi S(i)

Oi X H(i).

So,
0

=

a – di – X H(i)Y – bE(a; + #.igjXH(i)Y)
i*i
–(2b + ci )(ai + i3i X HWY)

where, as above,
= X H(j)X1(X
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This equation is equivalent to
0 = a — — (2b + ci )ai — b ai,


ii

1 = —(2b + ci )i3i — bE
So, a is given by Acx = ta — d, a A-1 (ta — d), "3 is given by —BO = t,
and is given by

#=

-y

i

yiS(i)S(i)/(S(i)S(i)r
= AXH(i)5(01(S(i)S(i)1)-1
= Oi X S(i)'(S(i)S(i)')-1.
^

The equilibrium random price is p= a — bt'Z. 0
We shall now invert the matrix B and compute 0. First, assume that
all firms have at least some information that is relevant for predicting the
random cost component L = XY. This implies that gl > 0 for all j. The
matrix B has the form

B = [D(v) -1 + btt'] D(g),
where v is the vector with entries
9,

v' — 2b + c, — bg,
and where D(v) and D(g) are the diagonal matrices with the vectors zi and
g, respectively, along the diagonal. It is easily verified that the inverse of
B is

B-1 = D(g) -1 [D(v) -1 + btt1-1
= D(g)-1[D(v) — vvi

b

1 + bey

The entries in B- 1 are

Bii —

[vi - vivjb1(1 + bev)] / gi

- [viv;b1(1 + &'v)] gi
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if i = j
if i j

The vector # is computed next:
_B-11
—D(g)- 1 [D(v) vvi
—D(g)" i [v — vvit
—D ( g ) -1y [1

b

1 + bey

]

b

1 + bey]

be v

1 + bey]

—D(g) -i v i +1bLiv
The entries in Q = —B- 1 c are
1
vi
1
gi 1 + bey(2b + ci — bg,)(1 + bev)
So, we conclude that the entries j3 are negative.
It is possible that some of the firms have no information, or that their
information has no value in predicting the random cost component L =
XY. For these firms, q, 0. Let r be the number of firms i with g, > 0.
Assume without loss of generality that the firms are numbered in such a
way that g, > 0 for i = 1,...,r and g, 0 for i = r + 1, ... ,n.
The matrix B can be written as
B ( C

kD

O

\

El'

where C is a r x r matrix.
The matrix C has the same form as the matrix B above (in the case
where g, > 0 for all i). So, it can be inverted by the same method:
C = [D(ii) -1 + bid D(g),
where I) is the vector consisting of the first r entries in v, I is the r-vector
with all entries equal to one, and g is the vector consisting of the first r
entries in g. So,
=

{D()) — i.)(11 I +bui l) ] •
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The matrix E is a diagonal matrix with the positive numbers 2b + ci,
,n, in the diagonal. So,
i = r + 1,
E -1 = D(µ),
1/(2b + ci),

where is a vector consisting of the last n — r entries in
, n.
i = r + 1,
is
invertible
with
B
So,
B -1

=

(

C-1
0
—E- 1 DC- 1)

•

The matrix D has the form
D = bi:11 D(§),
where 1 is the (n — r)-vector with all entries equal to one. So,
—E -1 DC -1

=

—D(ii)biliD(§)D(§)-1[D(i.)
[D()) rill

=

1 +bbilfil

b
+ bird

blif>
1+
—b ill)/ [ 1

WI)
1+

=+ bird
1
The entries in B- 1 are

+ bey)] lg i if i = j, i < r
— [vi vj bl (1 -I- & iv)] I gi if i j, i < r, j < r
—

=

0 if i < r, j > r
—pi vi b/(1 + bey) if i > r, j < r
if i > r, i = j
0 if i > r, j > r, i j
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The vector 0 is computed next:

So ,

DO:Obit' D(§)D(9)-11) 1 bl' + D(f.t)i
+1
1
,
bittli
, + ii

+ E-17.

1 + bi'v

bi! I)

= ft( 1
= i-t

1

1+

bi/i)

\

..
1 ± bev

—C -1 1

-

-A

) 1+ bi/zi•

The entries in /3 are
f3

=

— [vi /(1+ WO] /g:
— I (1 + bi!

These entries are negative.
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1

if i < r
if i > r •

In Proposition 7, note that for j
expectation of L is
E (9.i1 S ( i ) 17 )

i, firm i's expectation of firm j's

E(E(XYIS(j)Y)IS(i)Y)
= X .11(j)H(i)Y
= X H(j)Hx H(i)Y
= X H(j)r (X .X 1 ) -1 X H(i)Y

=

Hence, firm i's expectation of firm j's output is
E(Z

) = E(a; +

i@a qii S ( i ) Y )

= ai +

Firm i's expectation of aggregate output is

E(tizis ( i)Y) = E

ai + (0i +

E

iga g j) qi-

Because of the linearity of the inverse demand schedule, the expected price
is a function of the expected aggregate output:
E(pIS(i)Y)) = a — bE(1 ZIS(i)Y)
a—b

E a, — b

(0, E

pig) qi.

The first-order condition can also be expressed in terms of the expected
price:
Zi

(E(pIS(i)Y)

d, q,)

b ci
For the purpose of interpreting firm i's behavior, think of q i as an independent variable. If qi goes up, then firm i's expectation of aggregate
output goes down and expected p goes up. The firm expects both an increase in price and an increase in costs. The increase in expected cost more
than offsets the increase in expected price and makes the firm lower its
output. Firm i also expects firms j i to forecast a higher price and a
higher cost, and to produce less. These expected effects will be g; times
the effects for firm i.
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To quantify the effects and to interpret the equations determining )3,
first compute the change in the expected price:
OE(pIS(i)Y)

+ E Oi gi) •
i
Oq

This effect is positive, since we have shown that the entries in are negative.
From the equilibrium equation for Zi , the effect of q, on firm i's output is
OZ,
0q,
This effect can be decomposed into an indirect effect through the expected
price and a direct effect which arises because q, is an element of the firm's
cost:

az,
az, OE(pIS(i)Y)
aqi
aqi = OE(pIS(i)Y)
.

1

b + ci

—b (

1
A + E+
03g.i) ci
b + cib .i#=

= A
r-i,

where the last equation follows from the equation system determining 0.
The effect on expected aggregate output is
OE(t'Z1S(i)Y)
aq,

= +3i +
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6 Bayes-Cournot Equilibrium and Common
Knowledge
This section studies Bayes-Cournot equilibria where the price is common
knowledge.
The first proposition shows that in a naive Bayes-Cournot equilbrium,
common knowledge of the price is essentially inconsistent with the assumption of conditional independence of the signals.
Proposition 8 Assume conditional independence of the signals. The naive
linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium price is common knowledge if and only
if either the random cost component L = XY is common knowledge or
else nobody has any relevant information about it. Formally, if and only if
either XH(i) = X for all i or XH(i) = 0 for all i.
PROOF:

If XH(i) = 0 for all i, then it follows from Proposition 7 that the
naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium price p is constant. If XH(i) = X
for all i, then XY is common knowledge, and it follows from Proposition 7
that the naive
p = a – bEctj – b(E0i ) XY.
In both cases, p is common knowledge. Conversely, suppose that the naive
linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium price p is common knowledge. Since the
13, are negative, it follows from Proposition 7 that p is a stochastically
monotone funciton of q; hence, all q, are identical. Let C be an information
matrix representing the common information in the matrices (S(i)), and
let He be the corresponding projection matrix. Then XH(i) = XHc for
all i. Using the assumption of conditional independence and considering
two firms i j,
XHcr = XHcH(j)X1
= X H(i)H(j)
= X H(i)X 1 (X X 1 ) -1 X H(j)X'
= XHcX1(XXVXHcX'.
Hence, either XHcX' = 0 or XHc.2C(XX')- 1 = 1. In the first case,
XHc = 0, which implies that XH(i) = 0 for all i, since XH(i) = XHc.
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In the second case, X(I — He )X' = 0, which implies that X = XHc, and
consequently XH(i) XHcH(i)= XHc = X for all i.
The state of affairs described in Proposition 8 might appear to make it
difficult to analyze linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibria.
We can only solve in general for linear Bayes-Cournot equilibria when the
signals are conditionally independent, but this condition is essentially inconsistent with common knowledge of the price. However, it turns out
that we can indeed solve for equilibria where the price is common knowledge, even without the assumption of conditional independence. Common
knowledge of the price simplifies the problem.
As in the proof of Proposition 8, let C be an information matrix representing the common information in the matrices (S(i)), and let He be the
corresponding projection matrix.
Theorem 6 The following statements are equivalent.

1. There exists a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium where the price
is common knowledge.
2. XH(i) = XHc for all i.
3. The naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium price is common knowledge.
4. The naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium is a naive linear Bayes-Cournot
equilibrium.
Furthermore, there is at most one naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium
where the price is common knowledge.
PROOF:

(1) implies (2): Suppose ((a i ,-yi )) is a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium where the price is common knowledge. The equilibrium price is
P = a —13E(ai
Because p is common knowledge, so is
E73S(.7)17,
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and, hence,
E7iSWY = E7;SWHMY
for all i.
As in the proof of Proposition 7, we find the following necessary firstorder condition:
0 = a – di - XH(i)Y - b

E(cr ; + -yi S(j)H(i)Y) - (2b + ci )(ai + ryiS(i)Y).

i i

It is equivalent to
0 = a - di - X H(i)Y - b E(aj + -0(j)H(i)Y) - (b + ci )(cei + -yiS(i)Y),
which implies
0 = X H (i)Y + bE-y;S(j)H(i)Y + (b + ci)-riS(i)Y.
Using the observation made above, this is equivalent to
0 = X H(i)Y + bE-y,S(j)Y + (b + ci)^y,S(i)Y.
In matrix form,
Y

0=q+A
5(n)
Or

Y7.S(n)
Using our knowledge of the entries in A-1,
^yi S(i)Y

E

+

/ (1

+ it)

for all i. It follows that E; q3 p,3 / (1 + it) is a function of qi for all i, and
so it is common knowledge. Since this sum is a stochastically monotone
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function of q, it follows from Theorem 2 that all qi are identical. This
implies (2).
(2) implies (1): (2) implies (3) and (4), which, combined, imply (1).
(2) is equivalent to (3): This follows from Theorem 3.
(4) implies (2): It follows from (4) and Proposition 1 that there is a
naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium ((a.„ .73 )) such that
-0(1)

A' (ta – d – q) = a +

i

Y.

7„S(n)
This implies that
715(1)
Y

= – A-1 q.

-y„ S(n )
The rest of the argument goes as in the proof that (1) implies (2).
(2) implies (4): Set a = A- 1 (ta – d) and define ( -y, ) by
-yiS(1)

–A-1tXHcY.

Y=
7„ 5(n)

It must be shown that ((al , -0) is a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium.
It suffices to check the first-order condition,
0 = a – di – XH(i)Y – bE(a, +7;S(j)H(i)Y) – (b + c,)(a, + 7,S(i)Y),
which is equivalent to

ta – d Act,
0 = XH(i)Y + bE 7;S(j)H(i)Y + (b + c,)7,S(i).
3

The first of these equations follows from the definition of a. Since

–t1,11-1tXHcH(i)

E73 5(j)H(i)

–t'A-ltXHc

E7iS(j),
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it can be shown, as in the proof that (1) implies (2), that the second
equation is equivalent to
715(1)
Y
7nS(n)
which is the definition of (^O.
Finally, there is at most one naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium
where the price is common knowledge. Suppose ((a,,76)) is a naive linear
Bayes-Cournot equilibrium where the price is common knowledge. As in
the proof that (1) implies (2), the first-order condition can be written as
0 = a – d – XH(i)Y – bE(a; +70(j)H(i)Y)– (b ci )(ai + -yiSMY),
and it implies
71S(1)
Y
7„5(n)
It also implies
Aa = La– d.
These two equations determine ((cti,-yi)) uniquely. q
Let P be an information matrix representing the pooled information
from the matrices (S(i)), and let Hp be the corresponding projection matrix. The assumption of normal distributions implies that in an equilibrium as in Theorem 6, the price necessarily reveals the relevant aspect of
the pooled information: o(p) = o(XHp). This follows from the fact that
XH(i) = X.Hc for all i if and only if X.Hc = XHp, and it is in contrast
to Example 1.
In a rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibrium, the firms calculate the conditional expected profits given the information contained in the
equilibrium price as well as in the signals S(i)Y. To formalize this notion,
let p be a random price which has the linear form
p = irY +
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where ir is a row vector of dimension m. We may think of it as an information matrix. Then tr(ir) is the information revealed by p. If an investor observes p and derives information from it in addition to the information gained from observing S(i)Y , then his total information will be
o(S(i)) V cr(r). An information matrix S"(i) which corresponds to this
pooled information, in the sense that u(Sw (i)) cr(S(i)) V o(ir), will be
called an expanded information matrix. An expanded information matrix
can be constructed in the following way. If x. is linearly dependent of the
rows of S(i), then set a(Sw (i)) = cr(S(i)). Otherwise, stack a on top of S(i)
to form ST (i). To distinguish 5(i) from the expanded information matrix
Slr (i), we will refer to S(i) as firm i's raw information matrix.
We will require that a rational expectations equilibrium price contain
no more information than the information in P.
By definition, a linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibrium
relative to the information matrices (S(i)) is a triple er, ,((ciJ,-yJ))), consisting of an m-dimensional row matrix r, a number and a family ((ai,
of pairs (a3 , -y,), «J being a number and -y; a kJ-dimensional row vector, such
that
• irY is a function of PY.
• irY

= a – b E,(ce, + -yeS(i)Y).

• ((cii , 7 )) is a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium relative to the
expanded information matrices (Sw (i)) formed from it and the basic
information matrices (S(i)).
Proposition 9 (r, ((ctJ , -0)) is a linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot
equilibrium if and only if (p, Z) is a rational expectations Cournot-Nash
equilibrium, where
P 7rY +
Zi =

+ -yiS(i)Y.

PROOF:

First, irY is a function of PY if and only if p is measurable with
respect togp. Second, 71-Y + a – bE t (a, + 7;S(i)Y) if and only if
p = a – bZ. Third, p is common knowledge with respect to the expanded
information structures, and since everybody has the same expectation of L
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given these information structures, it follows from Theorem 6 that the naive
Cournot-Nash equilibrium relative to the expanded information structures
coincides with the unique naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium where
the price is common knowledge. 0
Linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equlibria exist in general,
even if the firms have different expectations of the random cost component
based on their raw information. This is shown by constructing an "artificial
economy" equilibrium. Consider an artificial economy where every firm has
information P. Since every firm has the same information, (2) of Theorem 6
holds. So, the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium in the artificial economy is
the unique naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium. The equilibrium price
is
ePI
P = Ir P Y
where
be XH P ,
1 + bet(
a + bit'd
= a – be A -1
(La – d) = 1 + bell)
= bc 1 A -1 1.X Hp –

and ((api ,7p3 )) is given by
= A -1 ( ta

–

d) = p,

a, + bp'd

1+

D(i)d

and
( 'YPIS(1)
= –A -1 LX Hp.

ryp„S(n)
Since the price is common knowledge in the artificial economy, the equilibrium is not only a naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium but also a linear
rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibrium in the artificial economy.
Moreover, according to the following proposition and theorem, it is the
unique linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibrium in the original economy.

Proposition 10 (7rp,p,((ap3,-ypi))) is a linear rationale expectations BayesCournot equilibrium relative to the information matrices (SW).
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PROOF:

This follows from Proposition 2 and and Proposition 9. q

The following proof of uniqueness of the linear rational expectations
Bayes-Cournot equlibrium relies on the observation that all firms must
agree on their expectations in a rational expectations equlibrium, and on
the fact that in the present setting with normal distributions and linear
transformations, if all firms agree on their expectations, then those expectations equal the expectation conditional on the pooled information.
Theorem 7 If Or, ,((a2
, 7i ))) is a linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot

equilibrium relative to the information matrices (5(i)), then
(r,e,((cti)-ii)))

(7P)eP,((oPil7Pi)))•

PROOF:

For each firm i, let Sit (i) be an expanded information matrix constructed from S(i) and Let Hir (i) be the projection matrix associated
with 51r (i). Let C' be an information matrix corresponding to the common
information of the expanded matrices (5*(i)), and let Hc. be the corresponding projection matrix. The pooled information from (.9*(i)) is the
same as the pooled information from (5(i)), and it is represented by the
matrix P. Since the price p = irY is common knowledge with respect
to the expanded information matrices (57 (i)), it follows from Theorem 6
that XH 7 (i). X.Hc,, for all i, so that X.Hc, = XHp. It also follows that
the naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium relative to the expanded information
structures is
Zi = ai+7,S(i)Y.

By Theorem 3, however,
Z = A'(ca — d) — A. -1 0 C HpY.
Hence,
a = A -1 (ca—d) =ap,
7 1 S(1)

"YP15(1)

= —A-1LXHp=
7pn5(n)

7„S(n)
so that
(-rp.r),
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+

a — b E( ai 7iS(0Y)
a—

bE(aPI 7PsS(i)Y)
1

' 07+

tP,

= lrp
and

= tp

0
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7 An Example
This section works through the special case of information structures where
each firm observes the random cost with some noise. The noise variables are
identically normally distributed, mutually independent and independent of
the random cost.
Suppose m = n + 1 and suppose S(i) is the row vector with entries i
and m equal to & > 0 and o > 0, respectively, and the other entries equal
to zero. Then firm i observes erYi + crYm . If we set Ei = O. Yi for i = 1, ... ,n
and L = crY„„ then each firm i observes L + e i , where L and e i are normally
distributed with mean zero and standard deviation cr and &, respectively,
and all the E i 's are mutually uncorrelated and uncorrelated with L. Let X
be a row m-vector with all entries equal to zero except the last, which is
equal to cr. Then XY Z. See Nielsen (1990) for computations related to
this example.
The matrix H(i) has the following non-zero entries:

H(i) ii
H(i) mi

1

H(i) i ,
H(i )nn

.2 + 0.2

Consequently,

0. 2
X H(i) =

a2

^2
a
&a
0.& cr2

a.2 S(i).

The kernel of S(i) is {Y : + oYm = 0}, which has dimension m — 1.
Hence, E i ker(S(i)) = ffr . This means that there is no common information (the common information matrix is 0).
Let P be the information matrix formed by stacking the rows S(i) on
top of each other:
P=(&I at)
Then P corresponds to the pooled information, and
ker(P)

nker( S(i ))

= {Y :

+ crYni = 0 for all i < ml ,

which has dimension one.
The matrix PP' is an n, x 11 matrix with diagonal entries (7 2 + ei- 2 and
other entries equal to 02:
PP' = ( &I at )

&I )

2
2 /
Li,
,
CI
L
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_— cr I + a

where I is the n x n identity matrix and t. is an n-vector all of whose entries
are equal to one. It is easily verified that its inverse has a similar form:
1

2I

(PP') -1 =
with

02
= ( n0.2 + [72)a2

Note that
I+
ti(PP) -1 = (—
a^ 2

=

1
(

+ nr)

6.2

1
=

no 2

er2 ti

Consequently,
t /p/(ppf)-1 = crtf(ppi)—i —

cr
2+^2
nag-

It follows that
2

X Hp = XP ( P11 -1P = ( na2
Note that

d2
- )tiP'

2

q = 0.2 17+ er2 PY
and that
+ 6.

PY

The naive Cournot-Nash equilibrium is
Z = A -1 (ca – d – q)
= A -1 (ta – d)

2

PY
0.2+ 6.2 /4-1

The constant term, A'(ca – d), is the vector of expected output levels.
It has already been computed in Section 3. In terms of the observations
S(j)Y, the i'th entry in AT I PY is

b
1 + bey j
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iiJS(i))

In terms of the variables L and 6,
PY = A -1 (d, +
bp'e
L
D(p)E p
= /1
+
1 + p
1 + bell
L - bp'e
p 1 + p + D(p) e
The i'th entry is

(L - bp' € ei)

The equilibrium price is
0.2
p = a - lar Z = a - ta i A -1 (ca - d) + 0.2 + ek2 bt'A-1PY.
The constant term, a-bi! A- 1 (ta-d), is the expected price. It was computed
in Section 3. Note that
i!

P=

1
p' P.
1 + ti

In terms of the observations S(i)Y ,

cA PY =

1
1 + p

piS(i)Y.

In terms of the variables L and e,
c'A 1 PY =

(c' µL + E kti fi ) .
1
1 + btip.

The assumption of conditional independence holds:
S(i)X' (X.X 1 ) - X SW' = (72 = S(i)S(j)1
when i j. So, there is a unique naive linear Bayes-Cournot equilibrium
((ai,-y;)). It is given by
= A.-1 (ta - d)
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^

2

N S(i) = PiX H(i) = Ø,2
"Y

i

S(i) ,

a
–

PS 0.2

2

vi
11
= –
(2b + ci – 40(1 + bey)
gi 1 + be y(2b

=
gi

=

26 + ci – bgi'

X H(i)X'
X X'

cr2

cr 2 + Q2'

SO

=
The equilibrium price is
p = a – bE(a; /3giS(j)Y).
The constant term is the expected price, and it is the same as for the naive
Cournot-Nash equilibrium. In terms of the observations S(i)Y , the random
part of the price is
–b E 1.3i g i S(DY =

1 + btly

E

viS(j)Y.

In terms of the variables L and 6,
bey
bey L +

–b E )33.0(j)Y = +

b
± b

E

vici.

The linear rational expectations Bayes-Cournot equilibrium (the pooledinformation equilibrium) ((al.; ,^y p j )) is given by
ap
and

7P2S * (1) )

(ta – d)

0.2
-1 c ncr2 + 6.2 i P.
= –A -1 cX Hp = – .4

( 11P nSw(n)
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So,
7 Pi SI

(z

tii

) 17 =

1 +

0

2

bey ner 2 + a 2 1

The equilibrium price is
P = IrP17

where
7rp

= bi

A -1 LK

Hp

kip0.2

1.

+ bt' no.2

=a-

1±2

bt1 .4 -1 (ta - d).

The expanded information matrices are

•

S it (2)(
=
s(i)) .

So,
7 Pi

—
1.11 kt
1

7P =

bc,µ -
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